Anthony Reynoso: Born to Rope

Study Guide

Vocabulary

dappled, exhibition, landscape business, ranch, thousands,

1. The children's painting are on __________________________ in the school gym.
2. We saw a black horse and a ______________________ one.
3. The rocks have been there for ______________________ of years.
4. Mr. Pat runs a ________________________
5. We saw horses and cows at the ________________________

Comprehension

6. This book mostly tells about ____________________________.
7. Who is Anthony named after? ____________________________
8. When does Anthony get his first rope? ______________________
9. Who is telling this story? ________________________________
10. Petroglyphs are carvings that ____________________________
11. Why is Guadalupe always crowded at Easter? ______________________
12. Casa Reynoso serves what kind of food? ______________________
13. At his grandparents’ ranch, Anthony does not do what?
   A. practice roping on horseback       C. pose for family photos
   B. celebrate his cousins’ birthday     D. play basketball

14. What kind of student is Anthony?

15. Charros in Mexico are _________________________________.

16. How does Anthony feel about doing rope tricks? ______________

17. At birthday parties, there is always ______________________

18. When does Anthony feel like a celebrity? _________________

19. What does Anthony’s father do on weekdays? _______________

20. How does Anthony feel about having a baby brother or sister?